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A dynamic diversity of buoyant melodies and harmonies on top of full electric and acoustic productions.

Songs about expansion of happiness, experiences in higher states of consciousness, and world peace.

Reminiscent of Beatles, James Taylor, U2, and Oasis 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Acoustic, POP: Beatles-pop

Details: A dynamic diversity of buoyant melodies and harmonies on top of full electric and acoustic

productions. Songs about expansion of happiness, experiences of higher states of consciousness, and

world peace. Reminiscent of Beatles, James Taylor, U2, and Oasis - a sort of modern-day White Album.

A quick verbal tour: 1. "One Heart" - Celebrating the unity underlying the beautiful diversity of the world's

cultures. Begins with an explosion of electric guitars and percussion, then moves into a U2-like rock

groove with soaring vocals and an all-over-the-neck electric guitar solo. 2. "I See My Self In You" -

Human relationships as consciousness rises. A James Taylor-esque acoustic/percussive sound with

Beatle-like harmonies in the choruses. 3. "Just Glad To Be Here" - Happiness in the here and now.

Acoustic guitars with a punchy chorus and diversified instrumentation. 4. "Arjuna" - The spiritual teaching

to the great warrior on the battlefield. Acoustic guitar, triumphant horns, leading into the feeling of

unboundedness. (You'll need to hear it to understand that!) 5. "Not Far Away" - "I know a place where we

can go / You're going to love this place, I know. . . ." Caribbean rhythms and percussion and steel drums,

rich harmonies. 6. "The World Is My Family" - Every human being on this fragile, beautiful planet is part of

a single family. Uptempo acoustic guitars, expanding harmonies in the choruses, pop harmonica work. 7.

"Aham Brahmasmi" - The personal experience of huge, unbounded consciousness - "I am the Totality."

Acoustic guitar and vocal, accelerating into electric guitar and power chords. 8. "Purnamadah

Purnamidam" - Spiritual growth rising to its fulfillment. Acoustic guitar, expansive harmonies, acoustic

percussion. 9. "All the Love in this World" - The discovery of infinite love and peace within oneself. A
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piano-based ballad, Beatle-like harmonies, electric guitar. 10. "Prayer and Lullaby" - A mother's or father's

prayer for a sleeping child - and for all the children of the world. 11. "Peace On Earth" - "Close your eyes

and make a wish as big as it can be. . . ." World beat and rock music, with children singing the choruses.

The songs on this CD were written by Brad Moses and Craig Pearson and performed, recorded, mixed

and mastered by Brad Moses for BCM Productions.(Check out bcmproductions.com)
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